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March 2007

Ring 29, 75, and 308 Meeting in Searcy

March 1st Magic Auction at Baptist Hospital
♣ Calendar:
March 1 – Annual Auction
March 16 – Lonnie Chevrie
Lecture
April 2 – Ron London Lecture
April 5 – Ring 29 Close-up
Competition
May 3 – Silk and Cabaret Magic
May – Barrie Richardson
Lecture
June 7 – Ring 29 Stage and
Platform Competition
June – Installation of Officers
Banquet
July 5 - Mentalism

Got Magic News? Email Gerry
Bailey: clown1941@hotmail.com
Newsletter Ed. Tyler Vodehnal

Auction
Hopefully with our one month delay
of the auction, you have had time
to find more items to auction or
have saved up more money to buy
more magic at the auction!
Most items will be auctioned
silently; however, some items will
be verbally auctioned. Make sure
you have a form filled out for each
item you wish to auction. You may
pick up a form at Mr. Magic or
email Christy at cih0914@aol.com
to receive a copy via email.
There is more space with tables at
Baptist Hospital so note that the
Auction will be held at Shuffield
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Auditorium at Baptist
6:45pm on March 1.

Hospital,

April Meeting
April 5 is the first Ring 29 Close-up
Competition.
Professional and
Amateur Magicians are invited to
get a routine together and perform
for a panel of judges, ring
members, and laymen for awards.
The competition will be open to all
I.B.M. members and all interested
junior magicians. Please call the
magic shop if you are planning to
compete 501-455-6242

An entry fee of $5.00 will be
required of each I.B.M. contestant
and $2 for each junior contestant.
The number of prizes (Mr. Magic
Gift Certificates) awarded will
depend upon the number of
contestants:
Each contestant will be allowed no
more than 7 minutes for his/her
performance.
Penalties will be
imposed
for
performances
exceeding this limit.
There will be several judges (at
least two magicians and at least
one non-magician) Judges will be
looking at the following criteria:
1. Originality
(if
the
routine is a standard
routine or one taken
from
another
performer, has the
routine been altered
enough
to
be
considered
the
contestant’s
own
magic)
2. Technical
difficulty/execution
(did the performer
“flash” a palmed item,
or fail to deceptively
execute the routine)
3. Treatment
of
audience/audienceprovided
assistants
(Was the performer
courteous?
Did the
performer belittle or
embarrass
his/her
assistant?)
4. Poise, stage presence,
costume, voice.
5. Entertainment
value
(was
the
magic
enjoyable?)
There will also be a “People’s
Choice” award along with other
prizes.

Lectures
*Important Note: The Lonnie
Chevrie Lecture has been
rescheduled for Friday evening,
March 16th at JO ELLEN FORD
Auditorium at UAMS 6:45pm.
Please note the Flyer included in
this newsletter regarding his
lecture. If you plan to attend,

contact the magic shop that week
to make sure there have been no
changes.
* There are two lectures Ring 29 is
scheduling for this spring. Ron
London will be in Little Rock on
April 2 and Barrie Richardson will
be coming mid-May

Lance Howell

knot, Knot not in Rope, and a
couple other fantastical ring tricks.
Ring 29 also traveled to
Searcy, AR along with members of
Ring 75 to partake in the regular
Ring 308 meeting.
There were
twelve people present for the
meeting.
Ring
308
member
Michael Claxton hosted the
gathering at his home in Searcy.
He has an incredible magic
collection
of
books,
posters,
pictures, postcards, and magical
apparatus. Following the tour of
his collection, President of Ring
308, John Patterson, and other
Ring 308 members Mike and Jo
Jones performed along with Ring
29 members, Jim Henson, Lance
Howell, David Doogie, and
Christy Henson. Larry Bean
from Ring 75 also performed.
Others in attendance were Mary
Ann Campbell, Michael Claxton,
Joe Mansfield, and Rocky
Clements. Everyone enjoyed a
great time of fun and fellowship.

♥ Ring Report:
This month Ring 29
enjoyed a lecture by the great
Wizini, a wail of a wiz if ever a wiz
there was, whose lecture was
entitled the wizardry of wiz
whistles. The wise and whimsical
Wizini was happy to share his
wonderful wonders of the wiz
whistles which left the ring
wondering what would really
happen if we all wound up using
wiz whistles. But alas the wily
Wizini had wowed us enough and
had to continue on his wonderful
and worldly travels in order to woo
more wizards on the wonders of
the wholly whimsical wiz whistles.
Either that or the regularly
scheduled meeting was canceled
due to an unexpected dusting of
white crystallized H2O.
However, Ring 29 did
enjoy other magical endevours
during the month of February.
First, our Junior magic meeting had
a great turnout with 31 junior
magicians along with over a dozen
parents. Jim Henson taught our
young counterparts the one handed
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Jo Jones
with Michael Claxton
♠ Christmas Party:
International Brotherhood
of Magicians Ring 29 celebrated its
annual Christmas Party on January
13th, 2007 with around ninety of
our members present for the
festivities. The wonderful holiday
event took place at Salem United
Methodist Church and Ms. Baer
treated all in attendance with a
delightful holiday meal. During the
meal,
Don
Baer
provided
Christmas
balloon
decorations,
while Mommy Magic entertained
the crowd with ventriloquism and
music.
Jon Bucher served as the
Master of Ceremonies for the
evening and began the show by

sharing some of his wit and
wisdom. The first magic act of the
evening was the imitable Derrick
Rose who, with the help of
increasingly bigger and more
powerful magic wands, was able to
pull a rabbit out of hat.
In
recognition
of
his
incredible
achievement, Derrick was awarded
with a box of delicious chocolate
chip cookies.
Jimmy Ross continued
the festivities; showing his love for
Christmas and magic by producing
candy canes from sugar and then
causing the candy canes to shrink.
His audience volunteer received a
box of chocolate chip cookies. Don
Terry, the man with two first
names, was next on the program
and he did a terrific version of the
torn and Restored Newspaper and
the frightening borrowed and
signed hundred dollar bill to wallet.
Don’s assistant received a box of
chocolate chip cookies.
Derrick
Rose was awarded another box of
chocolate chip cookies for his
accomplishment.
Back again this year
directly from his European tour,
The Great Hensini and his
bumbling assistant did a myriad of
magical tricks for the audience.
The Great Hensini was unable to
successfully perform such tricks as
making a silk disappear, making a
flower change color, or producing a
rabbit out of an empty drawer;
however, unbeknownst to himself,
the audience began to understand
that his assistant was in reality the
Great Christini, who could
perform all of the magic. Again,
Derrick Rose was awarded a box of
chocolate chip cookies for his
accomplishment.
The
Elderly
Chris
Westfall performed a wonderful
comedic linking ring routine with a
volunteer, who did everything with
the rings that Chris asked her to
do. Then the cute Scott Davis
played a magical Deal or No Deal
with a member of the audience.
The audience member won! The
popular Randall Eller finished the
Christmas show (well, he closed the
show…we’ll have another one next
year) by performing an appearing

card fan and manipulation routine,
a really neat floating table routine,
and then cutting his assistant in
half in a very mystifying and
entertaining manner.
Ring 29 was happy to
present two awards during the
evening. First, Lance Howell was
recognized as Ring 29’s magician of
the year. And second, the Henson
family was recognized as being the
magical first family of Ring 29. In
honor of these awards Derrick Rose
was also awarded yet another box
of chocolate chip cookies for his
accomplishments.
It was a grand and
marvelous program and a good
time was had by all.

ANSER: Hippity-Hop
RIDLE: What do you do when the
safety pin on your pull snaps open
under your coat?

Your Frend
Elwood

Magic Matters
♣ Monthly Bio:

♠ Blast From the Past:

Jon Bucher

Elwood'’RabitRites

Carefuly edited by Van Clove

"You know you're doing a real Old
Trick when the audience stands
up—out of respect!
I dont care what the Majic Ads
say—a Hamster CAN bite through a
TOPPIT!
The first thing a Majician does with
a wonderful new Scientific Principle
is paste a Duplicate Force card on
it.
Then there was the Magician who
took the stage name of VELCRO.
Now he's stuck with it!
Every Majician should remember
one thing! I dont care what—just
remember ONE THING!
RIDLE
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I have a questionnaire I
send out so I can write a news
letter article. This time I received
the following from Jon Bucher so I
am using it just as sent. This
article reflects the humor of Mr.
Bucher. And Now Here’s Jon:
I started down the magic
road when I was 14 years old and
in the 7th grade in Wichita, Kansas.
I was an extremely shy, skinny,
red-headed kid who read anything I
could get my hands on. One day I
checked a magic book from the
school library and tried some of the
tricks on my family and neighbor
kids. They worked! All of a sudden
I could do something that nobody
else that I knew could do. That was
about 50 years ago. I joined the
International
Brotherhood
of
Magicians and the Wizards of
Wichita Ring 47 in the late 60’s.
Maurice Lowe taught me my first
‘routine’; the Magic Infiltration of
Four Coins or, as it’s more
popularly known as, the coins thru
the table.
I like all types of magic. I
have read and studied books and
practiced almost every type of
magic venue so that I could be

prepared to perform for anybody,
anywhere. I do love close-up and I
do love stage but I particularly love
doing banquet or company gigs
where the audience knows each
other.
My favorite trick to perform
is my version of the Dancing Hank.
But I can only do it when the venue
is right. I love performing with
sponges as the spectator reaction is
always great. My favorite trick to
watch
is
based
on
the
entertainment
ability
of
the
magician who is performing, not
the trick itself.
One of my favorite magic
memories is the eight different
performances at the Merv Griffin
Theater at the Players Casino in
Metropolis, Illinois. It was myself,
my wife, Anthony Baker from
Piggott and his two assistants. We
had a blast, were treated like
royalty and made some really nice
money. The stage was first class
with a stage crew, light crew and
sound crew supplied by the theater.
We would hit the theater on Friday
night, set up and do a Saturday
matinee, Saturday night show and
close with a Sunday matinee.
My first magic convention
was a Calvacade of Magic in Kansas
City in 1972. I entered the Adult
Stage Magic contest and won. My
second convention was the 1975
IBM Convention in Little Rock. It
was only my second trip to
Arkansas from Kansas. I had
decided to enter the Adult Close Up
Contest and Holy Cow, Mikey, I
won! And the finish of my act was
the first routine taught to me when
I joined the IBM, the Four Coins
Thru the Table, with Bucher
enhancements, of course. Then I
was transferred from Kansas to St.
Louis and attended two Cavalcades.
I’ve been to maybe a total of 10
conventions so far.
When I retire I want to
travel Arkansas performing magic
in
schools
that
teach
and
emphasize dental health. I am
already planning the program. I
currently do not actively seek
business because of my job
schedule but I read and study
magic and practice my existing

repertoire of tricks and practice
new tricks and sleights. I always
carry a case of magic stuff so I can
work on it at night when I’m in the
different motels.
I am married to the lovely
and very talented Susan. She is my
chief assistant; at least half of my
music acts and provides me with
excellent feed back. She is an
elementary music teacher, a piano
tuner and repairer and our choir
director. She has also been trained
in dance and she is an actress.
We’ve been married for 13 years.
Most of you know she is the real
talent in the family!
I
am
a
Provider
Representative for Electronic Data
Systems (EDS). We are the fiscal
agent for the Arkansas Medicaid
Program and we adjudicate all
Medicaid claims. I deal mainly with
the dental side of Medicaid and
have been with EDS for almost 11
years. My job contains at least 25%
travel
Being an old Geez I have
definite opinions about many
subjects.
I
dislike
cheating,
dishonesty, copying another’s work,
doing anything just because that’s
the way it’s always been done and
doing something just because
someone else is doing it. I am an
individual and I like my life and my
magic to reflect that individuality. I
love magic books and magic
lectures. I love having an active
Ring to belong to; you can learn a
lot; and performing for your peers
can be very instructional; making
us all better magic entertainers.
Thanks Jon for your article.
Submitted by
Gerry Bailey

Sec for Ring 29
Jr. Magician Meeting
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♥ On Superbowl Sunday, Gerry
Bailey did a show for a 14 year old
boys birthday party. On the 21st of
February, he also did a show for
the Shepherd Center.
♠ Maxwell Blade’s Theater of
Magic will open March 9- April 7
on Tuesdays, Thursdays, Fridays,
and Saturdays. Call for reservations
501-623-6200
♥ Ring 29 member Margarette
LeClair moved to Memphis a
couple of years ago and was
recently elected as president of
Ring 16.
Congratulations to
Margarette.
Jr. Magician Meeting

Trick Time

RSC COINKY-DINKY
Effect: A female spectator cuts off
a small packet and secretly counts
the cards. She remembers the
number. Suppose it is 12. The
performer takes and shuffles these
cards into the talon. The side of the
elongated deck is riffled until the
spectator says "stop." The upper
portion is removed and the face
cards are shown to the female
spectator
and
another
male
spectator. They remember the
cards. The cards are cascaded
together and the deck is squared.
The male spectator cuts off about
half the deck and retains it in a
dealing position. The performer
takes and holds the other portion.
Cards are simultaneously dealt from
the top of both portions as the
female spectator audibly counts,
starting from one. She stops the
simultaneous dealing when the
number (11) just preceding her
number (12) is reached. The

twelfth cards'dealt from each
portion are the two selections.
Method: Have a spectator on your
left, say it's a lady, cut off about a
third of the deck. Ask her to
secretly count the cards. Take this
packet and shuffle the cards into
the rest of the pack so that the cutoff packet is on the inside.
Holding the riffle-meshed cards,
perform the first part of the RSC.
Have the top card noted by a male
spectator on your right and the
bottom one by the lady on your
left. Then finish up the rest of the
RSC handling.
Ask the male spectator to cut the
deck in-half and take the top half.
You keep the bottom half. Say,
"You and I are going to
simultaneously deal cards face
down onto the table." Turn to the
female
spectator and add: "...and would
you mind counting aloud as we
deal the cards. When we have dealt
one less than the number you
thought of, say stop."
Perform the simultaneous dealing
until you are stopped. Say, "You
stopped - us at sixteen. So, your
number is seventeen? Fine. Would
you-hold both hands palm up."
Turn to the other spectator and
say, "Now you deal the next card
onto her left hand and I'll deal mine
onto her right hand. Okay? Now!"
As the male spectator deals his
next card, you perform a Bottom
Deal, which is easy. Your packet is
small. Besides, you and the
spectator are dealing at the same
time. No one can follow the
mechanics of a false deal in such a
situation. Finally, have the male
spectator name his card, then turn
it over. Ask the female spectator to
name her card, then turn it face up
to cap the routine.

everything you touch, even with
routines you have spent hours
practicing. And competing against
other magicians in front of
magicians can be even more
horrifying. Thankfully we have a
wonderful group of magicians at
Ring 29 that encourages new (and
old) magicians and is more than
happy to give advice and share
magic methods.
If you are
considering competing in the closeup competition, please do compete.
It will be fun and hopefully not so
nerve-racking as most magicians
are nervous performing for other
magicians.
It will be a great
motivation to come up with a
magical routine. And there are
awards for winners.
We look
forward to having a great close-up
competition at the April meeting. If
you are planning to compete,
please call Mr. Magic at 455-6242
Christy Henson - cih0914@aol.com

President’s Corner

♠ Calendars will be handed out at
the March meeting showing Ring 29
activities for March and April. If
you miss the meeting, you can pick
up a calendar at the magic shop.

“Competition” For some magicians,
that word is terrifying. Performing
a new and creative routine before a
group of magicians (some of whom
you know is probably better than
you) can be a cause to shake, turn
bright
pink,
and
mess
up

Ring Ramblings
♣ Eureka Springs Cavalcade of
Magic will be March 30-31. Contact
Bill Pitts at bandrpitts@aol.com for
more info.
♦ International Brotherhood of
Magicians Convention will be held
June 26-30 in Reno, Nevada.
Check out magician.org for more
info. Several Ring 29 magicians are
already planning to go.
♥ Reminders and information about
meetings and lectures are sent out
through email several times a
month via the Ring 29 email
address. If you are not receiving
these emails, please contact James
Kinsey so he can add you.
Jamesk39@swbell.net

♣ International Brotherhood of
Magicians applications can be
picked up at the magic shop, or ask
an officer at a ring meeting.
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♦ September Birthdays:
Marchv18th Dane Dover

Ring 29 Magic Meeting
Themes for 2006- 2007:

♠

March- Annual Auction
AprilRing
29
Close-Up
Competition
May – Silk and Cabaret Magic
June- Ring 29 Platform and Stage
Competition
♦ Advertisements:
* Antique- World's Smallest Magic
Kit (smaller that a paperback
book). The owner wants to sale it
for $200 but will lower price to
$120 if someone is interested.
You may see it at Mr. Magic.
* Dollar Die Box (Stage trick using
Jumbo half dollar) Cost is $27.00
* “Zoom, Bounce, and Fly” Jeff
McBride DVD. Cost is $36.00
* PK Magnetic Rings are available
in Gold and Silver. Cost is $18.00 a
piece

Ring Officers:
President: Christy Henson
Cih0914@aol.com

Vice President: Chris Westfall
westfallct@sbcglobal.net

Co-Secretary: Gerry Bailey

Clown1941@hotmail.com
Co-Secretary: Tyler Vodehnal
Tyler1407@hotmail.com
Treasurer: James Kinsey
Jamesk39@swbell.net
Historian: Mike Curtis
Mgc4@dcx.com

